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Aram Raythe has the power to challenge the gods. He just doesn't know it yet. Aram thinks he's nothing but a misfit from a small fishing village in a dark corner of the world. As far as Aram
knows, he has nothing, with hardly a possession to his name other than a desire to make friends and be accepted by those around him, which is something he's never known. But Aram is more.
Much, much more. Unknown to him, Aram bears within him a gift so old and rare that many people would kill him for it, and there are others who would twist him to use for their own sinister
purposes. These magics are so potent that Aram earns a place at an academy for warrior mages training to earn for themselves the greatest place of honor among the armies of men: dragon
riders. Aram will have to fight for respect by becoming not just a dragon rider, but a Champion, the caliber of mage that hasn't existed in the world for hundreds of years. And the land needs a
Champion. Because when a dark god out of ancient myth arises to threaten the world of magic, it is Aram the world will turn to in its hour of need.
A mortally wounded R'shiel seeks the healing powers of the believed-extinct magical Harshini, while Tarja and the Defenders consider an alliance with a long-time adversary in order to protect
themselves against Karien invaders.
Warrior is the second fantasy novel in The Wolfblade Trilogy, set before the events of the Demon Child Trilogy, and follows the adventures of Damin Wolfblade's mother, Her Highness
Marla Wolfblade of Hythria. It is eight years since Marla Wolfblade buried her second husband. In that time, she has become the power behind Hythria's throne -- as much from a desire to
control her own destiny in any way she can, as to protect her son, young Damin. But while Marla plays the games of politics and diplomacy, the High Arrion of the Sorcerers' Collective is
plotting to destroy her -- and the entire Wolfblade line. And while Marla's power and fortune are great, they may yet not be enough to protect herself and her family from the High Arrion's
wrath -- and her only ally and confidant, Elezaar the Fool, is toying with the idea of betrayal. For he has discovered that the infamous Rules of Gaining and Wielding Power are not so useful
when his own family is involved... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Like so many of her young compatriots, Lili Lin lives on the margins of society–she has been jailed for “having a corrupt lifestyle and hooliganism,” and at 24 she is unemployable because she
doesn’t have connections and unmarriageable because she isn’t a virgin. Estranged from her parents, restless and cynical, she drifts from day to day. Then she meets an American journalist
infatuated with China, who gradually opens her eyes to what is happening. Together they embark on a journey that will profoundly change Lili’s view of her country and of herself.
DarkGlass Mountain: Book Three
Lord of the Shadows
Of Truth and Beasts
The Lyre Thief
The Black Magician Trilogy
Servant of the Empire
The magical tide is turning, and the immortals who have walked the world for aeons are once again coming into their powers-powers that will cause devastation when they reach their full strength.
R'shiel, daughter of the First Sister of the Blade, and her half-brother, Tarja, a Captain of the Defenders, become caught up in a rebellion against the Sisterhood, the rulers of Medalon.
Following the sudden end of her marriage, Annabelle Beck returns from Melbourne to the sanctuary of her old family home in North Queensland. There she discovers that the former stockman, Bo Rennie, knows her from her
childhood.
How do you go about killing yourself when you are an immortal? Is it even possible? Jennifer Fallon explores this tantalizing puzzle in The Gods of Amyrantha, the second in her Tide Lords series. The Tide is turning and the
Tide Lords' powers are returning with it. Cayal, the Immortal Prince, hero of legend, was thought to be only a fictional character. Cayal sure wishes that he was a piece of fiction—anything that would help him shuffle off this
mortal coil. But even though he longs for a final death, things in the world keep pulling him back. Such as Arkady Desean, an expert on the legends of the Tide Lords who has discovered the truth about Cayal...and captured his
heart. Yes, the Tide Lords will walk upon the earth once more and, with the power that surges through the cosmos, stand poised to wreak havoc on all that humans hold dear. Cayal will have to decide if he wants to go on living
just a little longer and if he is willing to risk his fellow immortals' wrath in order to save the world. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Sapphire Rose
A Novel of the Noble Dead
The Infinity Gate
Kingfall
Retribution
Dr. Winthrop Samuels Series

Tencendor is no more. The land is gone. But a few SunSoars still remain. And a new foe walks the world. Ishbel Brunelle, priestess of the Serpent
Coil, and Maximilian, the Lord of Elcho Falling, have raised the magic of Elcho Falling, and found new allies against the darkness in the mysterious
Lealfast. And more crucially still, Axis SunSoar, former god and current hero, has rediscovered the magical Star Dance and revived his legendary
Strike Force to push back the evil hordes commanded by the DarkGlass Mountain. But their enemy grows stronger through blood and betrayal, the
Lealfast have their own agenda, and when unexpected treachery threatens, Axis SunSoar must face a darkness greater than any he has ever known.
In the astonishing conclusion of Anne Bishop’s Black Jewels Trilogy, the Dark Court has been formed and the end—for some—draws exceedingly
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near... Jaenelle Angelline now reigns as Queen—protector of the Shadow Realm. No longer will the corrupt Blood slaughter her people and defile her
lands. But where one chapter ends, a final, unseen battle remains to be written, and Jaenelle must unleash the terrible power that is Witch to
destroy her enemies once and for all. Even so, she cannot stand alone. Somewhere, long lost in madness, is Daemon, her promised Consort. Only his
unyielding love can complete her Court and secure her reign. Yet, even together, their strength may not be enough to hold back the most
malevolent of forces. And in the end, under the emergent shadow of evil and unforeseen betrayal, only Jaenelle’s greatest sacrifice will save those
she loves—and the realm she’s bound to protect...
In the third book of this bestselling trilogy, Medalon has surrendered to Karien and tarja is once more an outlaw. the Defenders are scattered and
their only hope for aid s Damin Wolfblade and the vast army of Hythria. But Damin has his own problems. the High Prince is dead and he must fight
off a usurper to secure his throne and life the siege on his capital, before he can think of aiding Medalon.For R'shiel time is running out. She must
defeat Xaphista soon or the Harshini will be destroyed; she must find a way to weaken the Overlord's growing power; to bring peace to the divided
southern nations; to free Medalon from Karien occupation and to find the strength to finally put an end to Loclon. R'Shiel has no idea how to defeat
a God and with all the demands on her she is no longer sure that she has enough time to save anyone. A dazzling conclusion to this bestselling
series.
The Pyramid of Cheops. The largest and most enigmatic of them all. Possibly the greatest monument of all time and truly a tomb fit for a
Pharaoh......Or was it? Despite finding a sarcophagus in the King's chamber, many experts now believe that Khufu, the Pharaoh at the time was
never actually interred there. But if that's the case, where is he?India Sommers returns with Brandon Walker in the fourth of the India Sommers
Mysteries to follow the clues left by a long dead priest, find out the true meaning of the Pyramids, and ultimately find the real undiscovered tomb of
one of the greatest Pharaohs that ever lived.
Sabriel
The Hythrun Chronicles
Warrior
The Immortal Prince
The Dusk Watchman
Journey to the Stone Country

'Intriguing characters and a finely tuned sense of drama...' - Library Journal on The Innocent Mage 'A writer who seems to set the rule for the genre' - Waterstone's Books
Quarterly 'The Innocent Mage is come, and we stand at the beginning of the end of everything' Being a fisherman like his father isn't a bad life, but it's not the one that Asher
wants. Despite his humble roots, Asher has grand dreams. And they call him to Dorana, home of princes, beggars . . . and the warrior mages who have protected the kingdom for
generations. Little does Asher know, however, that his arrival in the city is being closely watched by members of the Circle, a secret organisation dedicated to preserving an
ancient magic. Asher might have come to the city to make his fortune, but he will find his destiny . . . One of bestselling fantasy debuts of the last decade: enter the world of
Kingmaker, Kingbreaker - a wildly fast-paced fantasy series brimming with action and adventure. The Innocent Mage is book one in the Kingmaker, Kingbreaker series. Books by
Karen Miller: Kingmaker, Kingbreaker Series The Innocent Mage The Awakened Mage A Blight of Mages Godspeaker Empress of Mijak The Riven Kingdom The Hammer of
God Fisherman's Children The Prodigal Mage The Reluctant Mage Tarnished Crown The Falcon Throne Prince of Glass
When a routine hanging goes wrong and a murderer somehow survives the noose, the man announces he is an immortal. And not just any immortal, but Cayal, the Immortal
Prince, hero of legend, thought to be only a fictional character. To most he is a figure out of the Tide Lord Tarot, the only record left on Amyrantha of the mythical beings whom
fable tells created the race of half-human, half-animal Crasii, a race of slaves. Arkady Desean is an expert on the legends of the Tide Lords so at the request of the King's
Spymaster, she is sent to interrogate this would-be immortal, hoping to prove he is a spy, or at the very least, a madman. Though she is set the task of proving Cayal a liar,
Arkady finds herself believing him, against her own good sense. And as she begins to truly believe in the Tide Lords, her own web of lies begins to unravel... At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Sparhawk, who is in possession of the magical sapphire that can help him save Queen Ehlana, must first dodge the powers of the evil god Azash
How do you go about killing yourself when you are an immortal? Is it even possible? Jennifer Fallon explores this tantalizing puzzle in The Gods of Amyrantha, the second in her
Tide Lords series. The Tide is turning and the Tide Lords' powers are returning with it. Cayal, the Immortal Prince, hero of legend, was thought to be only a fictional character.
Cayal sure wishes that he was a piece of fiction̶anything that would help him shuffle off this mortal coil. But even though he longs for a final death, things in the world keep
pulling him back. Such as Arkady Desean, an expert on the legends of the Tide Lords who has discovered the truth about Cayal...and captured his heart. Yes, the Tide Lords will
walk upon the earth once more and, with the power that surges through the cosmos, stand poised to wreak havoc on all that humans hold dear. Cayal will have to decide if he
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wants to go on living just a little longer and if he is willing to risk his fellow immortals' wrath in order to save the world.
The Contract
Queen of the Darkness
The Gods of Amyrantha
The Ragged Man
Elezaar's Rules of Gaining and Wielding Power
The Tide Lords Quartet

Grieving over the devastating loss of her closest confidante, Marla Wolfblade encounters a formidable adversary, while her son Damin finds his ability to fight invaders hampered
by political factors, and mad Mahkas Damaran plots continued tyranny over the city of Krakandar. Reprint.
Welcome to the Hythrun Chronicles, Jennifer Fallon's epic, international bestselling fantasy series.BestFantasyBooks.com lists the fourth book in this series, Medalon, in the
world's top 30 best political fantasy books along with New York Times Best Seller, Game of Thrones. This Wolfblade Trilogy companion volume lists the full set of Elezaar's
infamous Rules of Gaining and Wielding Power that he teaches Marla Wolfblade in her quest to protect the throne of Hythria for her son.Treat yourself to the 10 adventure-filled,
action-packed books of the Hythrun Chronicles, from international bestselling author, Jennifer Fallon. With the epic scope of the Hobbit and Lord of the Rings, the humor of David
Eddings in his heyday, the drama of Diana Gabaldon and the action, epic worldbuilding and political scheming of George R R Martin, you'll have some idea of the fabulous worlds
and the intriguing characters awaiting you.
'there is nothing noble in what you've done, Dirk. You simply set out to get even with Belagren and Antonov and decided to bring the whole world along for the ride.'Marked as a
traitor by his own people and distrusted by his new allies, Dirk Provin walks a dangerous tightrope as he tries to find a way to expose the truth about the second sun. Will the
darkness finally consume Ranadon? Or will his by now countless enemies consume him?In Dhevyn, Alenor remains angry over Kirsh's continuing affair with Marqel, and embarks
on a course of action that could cause the deaths of those she needs most. Walking the path of moderation may not be the most astute move she has made.And in the Baenlands,
tia Veran is convinced Dirk has betrayed them, and sets out to do something about it ... Praise for Jennifer Fallon 'Jennifer Fallon is well on her way to becoming a superstar of
Australian fantasy writing' good reading'propels the genre beyond magic tricks and chicanery towards a study of power, belief and truth' orb
"You want to know the truth." Sonea has learned much since she was but a penniless urchin possessing an awesome untapped ability. She has earned the grudging respect of her
fellow novices and a place in the Magicians' Guild. But there is much she wishes she had never learned—what she witnessed, for example, in the underground chamber of the
mysterious High Lord Akkarin . . . and the knowledge that the Guild is being observed closely by an ancient fearsome enemy. Still, she dares not ignore the terrifying truths the
High Lord would share with her, even though she fears it may be base trickery, a scheme to use her astonishing powers to accomplish his dark aims. For Sonea knows her future is
in his hands—and that only in the shadows will she achieve true greatness . . . if she survives.
The Palace of Impossible Dreams
Dragon Mage
The Broken Eye
Harshini
The Tomb Builders
Second Sons Trilogy
Illustrations ONLY available in Paperback version. To live the full experience, please purchase the paperback. The Contract, by JG-Leathers was previously published as two separate books by Gord Books.
The author has not only combined these powerful stories into one stunning novel, but added 40,000 words and ten of his own sketches. The complete complement of all the original illustrations by Simon
Benson are also included; made available with the gracious permission of Gord." Susan Henderson is a bored young woman looking for some spice in her life. Upon reading an advertisement in an up-scale
women s magazine that stated excellent pay was being offered for a five year, foreign service position, provided the applicant passed rigorous intelligence, appearance, and aptitude tests. She is soon enticed
into a world of ever-increasing, inescapable bondage, then soon held deep in the fastness of a Middle Eastern Palace. Here she learns her true place in life, discovering a world within her own mind that also
cannot be escaped or evaded. Susan Henderson's voyage continues when she is inducted into different deviant training programs. Much to her distress, she soon discovers what it is like to be a domestic
animal and spends a substantial length of time in this role. She is eventually freed to be taken on a shopping expedition in the real world, controlled thoroughly at all times. Soon after, she becomes a human
equine, undergoing intense training as a Horse Woman, then as a four legged, ridden Pony Girl, and finally, as one of the Sheik's famous Lipizzaner Mares. JG Leather s proves he is the professor of prose
with his finely tuned descriptions.
The final reckoning has come: the future of the Land will be decided now and written in the blood of men. After his pyrrhic victory at Moorview, King Emin learns the truth about the child Ruhen - but he is
powerless to act. Instead, he must mourn his dead friends while his enemy promises the beleaguered peoples of the Land a new age of peace. The past year has taken a grave toll: the remaining Menin
troops seek revenge upon Emin, daemons freely walk the Land, and Ruhen's power is increasing daily. And yet, a glimmer of hope remains. There is one final, desperate chance for victory: a weapon so
terrible only a dead man could wield it, and only a madman would try. But if they do not grasp this opportunity, King Emin and his allies will be obliterated as Ruhen's millennia-old plans are about to bear
terrible fruit. If his power continues unchecked, Ruhen will achieve total dominion - and not just over mankind, but over the Gods themselves.
In a land ruled by prophecy and the whims of Gods, a young man finds himself at the heart of a war he barely understands, wielding powers he may never be able to control Isak is a white-eye, feared and
despised in equal measure. Trapped in a life of poverty, hated and abused by his father, Isak dreams of escape, but when his chance comes, it isn't to a place in the army as he'd expected. Instead, the Gods
have marked him out as heir-elect to the brooding Lord Bahl, the Lord of the Fahlan. Lord Bahl is also a white-eye, a genetic rarity that produces men stronger, more savage and more charismatic than their
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normal counterparts. Their magnetic charm and brute strength both inspires and oppresses others. Now is the time for revenge, and the forging of empires. With mounting envy and malice, the men who
would themselves be kings watch Isak, chosen by Gods as flawed as the humans who serve them, as he is shaped and moulded to fulfil the prophecies that are encircling him like scavenger birds. The
various factions jostle for the upper hand, and that means violence, but the Gods have been silent too long and that violence is about to spill over and paint the world the colour of spilled blood and guts and
pain and anguish ...
A dark lord will rise. Such is the prophecy that dogs Ringil Eskiath—Gil, for short—a washed-up mercenary and onetime war hero whose cynicism is surpassed only by the speed of his sword. Gil is estranged
from his aristocratic family, but when his mother enlists his help in freeing a cousin sold into slavery, Gil sets out to track her down. But it soon becomes apparent that more is at stake than the fate of one
young woman. Grim sorceries are awakening in the land. Some speak in whispers of the return of the Aldrain, a race of widely feared, cruel yet beautiful demons. Now Gil and two old comrades are all that
stand in the way of a prophecy whose fulfillment will drown an entire world in blood. But with heroes like these, the cure is likely to be worse than the disease.
Book Five of The Twilight Reign
Medalon
Book One of the Hythrun Chronicles
The Steel Remains
A Novel
Book Six of the Hythrun Chronicles

Marla Wolfblade is effectively ruling Hythria in her brother's name. The country is stable and there is peace and prosperity. But problems
start when Marla brings into the family the orphaned daughter of her third husband, Luciena Mariner, who carries a deadly secret.
Eternity is a long time to be watching over your shoulder... The Tide is turning, and the Immortals who have walked the world for eons are
once again coming into their powers and stepping from obscure boltholes to take control once more. The very mortal lady Arkady knows of
their plans but holds out little hope of being able to stop them. Branded and sold into slavery, Arkady fears all she knows and loves is
lost—her husband, Stellan, was probably dead by now, hanged by the Immortal Jaxyn for his own nefarious purposes; and Declan Hawkes, the
King of Glaeba's Spymaster and her childhood friend — perhaps the only other human she knew who might risk everything to save her — doesn't
even know she's in danger. She will turn to her new owner for help ... but learning the truth about him may cost them both their lives. And
Stellan? Well, it turns out he isn't dead and Jaxyn's plans hit a snag when he realises that Stellan, the one man who can challenge him for
the Glaeban throne, has sought asylum in neighbouring Caelum. Strangely enough, the Empress of the Five Realms (a Tide Lord in hiding no
more), and the Tide Lords, Tryan and Elyssa, seem to be on Stellan's side ... Plots within plots. Magic tinges the very air and the Tide
will bring mayhem and madness to both mortal and Immortal alike. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Ten years have passed since the events of the Demon Child books that left the god Xaphista dead, the nation Karien without a religion or
king and the matriarchal country of Medalon ruled by men. But it is in the kingdoms of the south that things really heat up. When Princess
Rakaia of Fardohnya discovers she is not of royal birth, she agrees to marry a much older Hythrun noble in a chance to escape her 'father's
wrath. Rakaia takes nothing but her jewels and her base-born half-sister, Charisee, who has been her slave, handmaiden and best friend since
she was six years old. And who can pass as Rakaia's double. These two sisters embark on a Shakespearian tale of switched identities,
complicated love triangles...and meddlesome gods. Rakaia is rescued on the road by none other than the Demon Child, R'shiel, still searching
for a way to force Death to release her near immortal Brak. Charisee tries to act like the princess she was never meant to be and manages to
draw the attention of the God of Liars who applauds her deception and only wants to help. Then there is the little matter of the God of
Music's magical totem that has been stolen...and how this theft may undo the universe. Powerful magics, byzantine politics, sweeping
adventure, and a couple of juicy love stories thrown in for good measure, The Lyre Thief is classic Fallon that is sure to appeal to her
fans.
Isak, a white-eye with great physical strength, is used as a slave until he learns from the sorcerer Aracan that he is the heir to Bahl, the
Lord of the Farlan, and he struggles to become a leader who can bring order to the chaos that exists around him.
Library Journal
The Twilight Reign:
The Blood Mirror
Warlord
Treason Keep
The High Lord

The thrilling sequel to THE LYRE THIEF Since fleeing Winternest to avoid King Hablet's wrath when he discovers the truth about her
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parentage, leaving her slave, Charisee, to take her place, Rakaia has been on quite an adventure. She has met the demon child,
traveled the continent with the charming minstrel, Mica the Magnificent, enjoying more freedom then she ever imagined trapped in
the harem in Talabar. But her freedom has come at a cost. Mica has committed an unthinkable crime, worse even, than stealing the
golden lyre, and she is now his unwilling accomplice, sailing the high seas on a Tri-lander pirate ship, doing everything she can
to avoid upsetting the man she once thought she loved, but has now realized is quite insane. Meanwhile, Charisee, still pretending
to be Rakaia, is trying to make the best of her new life as the Lady of Highcastle. But Rakaia's past will catch up with her, even
as her own lies are in danger of being exposed. As Adrina struggles to hold Hythria together, and Marla tries to deal with the
fallout from the shocking events that take place in the Citadel during the treaty negotiations, Wrayan Lightfinger and the
apprentice sorcerer, Julika Hawksword, must travel to Sanctuary to find out why the fortress is back. What they will discover is
shocking and will affect the entire world, even though they don't realize it.
The gods of legend rise again on the world of Amyrantha in this tale of court intrigue, human-animal half-breeds, and claims of
immortality.
Young journeyer Wynn Hygeorht sets out with her companions, the vampire Chane Andraso and Shade, an elven wolf, in search of a
dwarven stronghold that may well be the last resting place of a mythical orb- one of five such mysterious devices from the war of
Forgotten History. And now, a direct descendant of that war's infamous mass murderer-the Lord of Slaughter-is tracking Wynn. If
only that were all she had to worry about...
As their final battle approaches, a sellsword, a spy, and a general must find unlikely and dangerous allies in order to turn the
tides of war in the final book of Brian McClellan's epic fantasy trilogy. The Dynize have unlocked the Landfall Godstone, and
Michel Bravis is tasked with returning to Greenfire Depths to do whatever he can to prevent them from using its power; from sewing
dissension among the enemy ranks to rallying the Palo population. Ben Styke's invasion of Dynize is curtailed when a storm
scatters his fleet. Coming ashore with just twenty lancers, he is forced to rely on brains rather than brawn -- gaining new allies
in a strange land on the cusp of its own internal violence. Bereft of her sorcery and physically and emotionally broken, Lady
Vlora Flint now marches on Landfall at the head of an Adran army seeking vengeance against those who have conspired against her.
While allied politicians seek to undo her from within, she faces insurmountable odds and Dynize's greatest general. Continue the
epic fantasy series by the author whose debut novel Brandon Sanderson called "just plain awesome!" Gods of Blood and PowderSins of
EmpireWrath of EmpireBlood of Empire For more from Brian McClellan, check out: Powder MagePromise of BloodThe Crimson CampaignThe
Autumn Republic
The Stormcaller
Lili
Book Two of the Hythrun Chronicles
The Innocent Mage
The Tide Lords, Book One
Book Four of The Twilight Reign
Game of Thrones fans will love the New York Times bestselling Abhorsen series. Sabriel, the first installment in the trilogy, launched
critically acclaimed author Garth Nix onto the fantasy scene as a rising star. Dark Secrets, Deep Love, and Dangerous Magic Sent to a
boarding school in Ancelstierre as a young child, Sabriel has had little experience with the random power of Free Magic or the Dead who
refuse to stay dead in the Old Kingdom. But during her final semester, her father, the Abhorsen, goes missing, and Sabriel knows she must
enter the Old Kingdom to find him. She soon finds companions in Mogget, a cat whose aloof manner barely conceals its malevolent spirit, and
Touchstone, a young Charter Mage long imprisoned by magic, now free in body but still trapped by painful memories. As the three travel deep
into the Old Kingdom, threats mount on all sides. And every step brings them closer to a battle that will pit them against the true forces of
life and death—and bring Sabriel face-to-face with her own destiny. “Sabriel is a winner, a fantasy that reads like realism. Here is a world
with the same solidity and four-dimensional authority as our own, created with invention, clarity and intelligence.” —Philip Pullman, author
of His Dark Materials trilogy
Warring kingdoms. Ancient blades. Dragonriders and godlings. A growing evil that threatens to destroy the world. Don't miss the highly
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anticipated follow up series to the #1 Amazon bestselling saga, The Fatemarked Epic. Be bright but do not burn. Embrace the darkness but do
not live in the shadows. Infused with magic, shadows and starlight, the powerful godblades were believed to be lost nearly half a millennia
ago, when the Godswar ended. Now, however, one has been found by the unlikeliest of wielders: Sampson Gaard, a blind but ambitious prince
with something to prove. The only question is whether he controls the blade or the blade him. With an insidious evil lurking in the shadows,
the answer may very well determine the fate of all Kingfall. The Kingfall Histories takes place on a different continent in the same world as
The Fatemarked Epic. Fans of The Fatemarked Epic, The Stormlight Archives and Legends of the First Empire will fall in love with the world of
Kingfall. Start your 5,000+ page epic adventure today.
As the old gods awaken and satrapies splinter, the Chromeria races to find the only man who can still end a civil war before it engulfs the
known world in the third novel of the NYT bestselling Lightbringer series by Brent Week. As the old gods awaken and satrapies splinter, the
Chromeria races to find the only man who can still end a civil war before it engulfs the known world. But Gavin Guile has been captured by an
old enemy and enslaved on a pirate galley. Worse still, Gavin has lost more than his powers as Prism -- he can't use magic at all. Without
the protection of his father, Kip Guile will face a master of shadows as his grandfather moves to choose a new Prism and put himself in
power. With Teia and Karris, Kip will have to use all his wits to survive a secret war between noble houses, religious factions, rebels, and
an ascendant order of hidden assassins called The Broken Eye. Read the third book in Brent Weeks's blockbuster epic fantasy series that had
Peter V. Brett saying, "Brent Weeks is so good, it's starting to tick me off!".
The fourth book in the blockbuster Lightbringer series from New York Times bestselling fantasy author Brent Weeks. When does an empire fall?
The Seven Satrapies have collapsed into four-and those are falling before the White King's armies. Gavin Guile, ex-emperor, ex-Prism, exgalley slave, formerly the one man who might have averted war, is now lost, broken, and trapped in a prison crafted by his own hands to hold
a great magical genius. But Gavin has no magic at all. Worse, in this prison, Gavin may not be alone. Kip Guile will make a last, desperate
attempt to stop the White King's growing horde. Karris White attempts to knit together an empire falling apart, helped only by her murderous
and possibly treasonous father-in-law Andross Guile. Meanwhile, Teia's new talents will find a darker use-and the cost might be too much to
bear. Together, they will fight to prevent a tainted empire from becoming something even worse. Devour this epic fantasy series from the New
York Times bestselling author of the Night Angel trilogy. LightbringerThe Black PrismThe Blinding KnifeThe Broken EyeThe Blood Mirror For
more from Brent Weeks, check out: Night AngelThe Way of ShadowsShadow's EdgeBeyond the Shadows Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy
(omnibus)Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel Novella (e-only)The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel
Book Five of the Hythrun Chronicles
Kingmaker, Kingbreaker: Book 1
Blood of Empire
"A sweeping drama unveiling a tale of love, hate and sacrifice against the panorama of an alien yet familiar society."--Publishers Weekly. "Uncommonly
satisfying."--Locus
Sunny Sudenskaya is a mischievous eighteen year old, who has just emigrated to the United States from Eastern Europe - illegally. The nymph-like beauty has
perfected her talent for oral gratification, exchanging blow-jobs for passage to her new life in the US. But she's looking for far more than oral sex to satisfy her
carnal needs. Sunny has a penchant for masochism. Her desire? A modernized version of an ancient African tribal torture that employs a intricate means of
suspension bondage. All she needs now is the right sadist to carry out her cherished fantasies for extreme submission. She seeks out Dr. Winthrop Samuels, a
medical professional who's been known to enjoy bdsm as a recreational pursuit. While cautious in making any commitment to the girl, he can't resist her
beguiling charm. He soon proceeds with the elaborate and most unique bondage apparatus that is required. In painstaking and methodical steps, he'll take the
unsuspecting Sunny far further into the extreme bondage fantasy than she ever expected to go, as she becomes the doctor's hanging trinket.Dr. Winthrop
Samuels returns to Pink Flamingo Publications, after the ‘Suspension Bondage’ affair, to once again care for a masochistic morsel of feminine flesh, plying his
medical and engineering skills to abet the girl’s bizarre penchant for bondage and restraint.Male dominant, some female dominance, Dr. Samuels plies his craft
with zeal, determined to assuage the needs of the Blacksmith’s Daughter, her deep inner quest for the gothic bondage of iron... black and crude... found to be
unending.
There is a new Saviour in the Land - but the people may come to regret the 'peace' he offers ... Lord Isak is dead, his armies and entire tribe in disarray. It falls to
King Emin to continue the war alone, and the Menin are only too happy to meet his challenge. In Byora, Ruhen is developing his 'Saviour' persona. The
Harlequins start preaching in his name and many of the pilgrims who flock to him are recruited to be 'Children', disciples who spread Ruhen's message. All over
the Land people are starting to see Ruhen as the answer to their troubles. A showdown is coming: battle lines are finally drawn and the atrocities quickly mount.
The spectre of the Great War looms, but in this age the Gods cannot and will not come to King Emin's aid. With the peoples of the Land turning against Emin and
his few remaining allies, their only chance for survival lies in the hands of a dead man.
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